We discuss expectation values of the twist operator U appearing in the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem (or the polarization operator for periodic systems) in excited states of the one-dimensional correlated systems z gives constant values ±1/2 on the Tomonaga-Luttinger (TL) fixed point, and its signs identify the topology of the dominant phases. Therefore, z (q,±) L changes between ±1/2 discontinuously at a phase transition point with the U(1) or SU(2) symmetric Gaussian universality class, if the Hilbert space of these states are not classified. This means that z (q,±) L gives an order parameter of TL liquids. We explain these results based on the free-fermion picture and the bosonization theory, and also demonstrate them in several physical systems.
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-Introduction-In many body quantum systems, it is important to investigate structures of low-energy spectra such as existence of energy gaps and the degeneracy of ground states. These structures of energy spectra characterize the physical properties of the systems such as metals or insulators, and dominant phases.
The Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem plays an important role to study such properties in one-dimensional (1D) lattice systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the LSM theorem, possibility of opening the energy gap is related to the orthogonality of a non-degenerate ground state in a finitesize system |Ψ 0 and a variational excited state U q |Ψ 0 . Here, U is the twist operator which creates the O(1/L) excitation in a finite L size system. For fermion systems, that is defined by
where n j is the density operator at site j. For spin systems, the twist operator is defined by replacing the density operator n j by the spin operator S z j . It is well known that as generalization of the original LSM theorem (q = 1), the necessary condition for appearance of gapped states with q-fold degenerate ground states is q(S − m) = integer where S and m are the spin and the magnetization for per unit cell [4] . In this way
is the essential index in the LSM theorem.
On the other hand, the same quantity z (q)
L is also introduced by Resta from an argument of electric polarization. He introduced z (1) L to define the polarization in periodic systems where 1 L L j=1 jn j is the center of mass operator [6] [7] [8] . This notion was also extended for q-fold degenerate systems [9] . It is well known that an insulator is distinguished from a conductor at zero temperature by its vanishing dc conductivity (Drude weight) [10] . Whereas, z L plays roles of order parameters and also probes to detect phase transitions [11, 12] .
In this Letter, we turn our attention to the following expectation value of U ,
where |Ψ ± p denotes linear combinations of excited states with momenta 2pk F and −2pk F , and with parity P |Ψ ± q/2 = ± |Ψ ± q/2 . Here k F is the Fermi momentum. This is as an extention of Eq. (2), but, as will be shown later, it extracts the topological information of 1D quantum systems at the Tomonaga-Luttinger (TL) fixed point as z
L becomes zero. We discuss the properties of z (q,±) L in the free fermion model and the TL model, then demonstrate it several physical systems based oh the exact diagonalization (ED).
-Free fermion picture-First, we consider the properties of Eq.(3) in free fermion systems. It follows from the relation of the creation operators in the real and the momentum spaces, and the twist operator
that U creates the momentum shift 2π L . This means that it creates momentum transfer 2k F with respect to the ground state where the fermion states between k = −k F to k = k F are occupied. Therefore, when we introduce the following excited states
where |Ψ p is a state with the momentum 2pk F = nπ (n: integer, see Fig. 1 ), the expectation value of the twist operator with an integer q becomes
arXiv:1807.02864v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 8 Jul 2018 Here terms with the finite power of U vanish in the L → ∞ limit due to the LSM theorem which insists that |Ψ 0 and U q |Ψ 0 are orthogonal in the gapless state. Thus it turns out that z (q,±) L = ±1/2 and the signs identify parities of the wave function of the excited states (5) with p = q/2. Note that states with half-odd integer p are realized in antiperiodic boundary conditions.
-Bosonization-Now we demonstrate that the above property of z (q,±) L is unchanged in interacting cases. To this end we consider the bosonization of the twist operator. In 1D systems, the low-energy excitations are described as TL liquids [13] [14] [15] . The Hamiltonian of the interacting fermions is given by the Gaussian model,
where [φ(x), Π(y)] = iδ(x − y) and the mode expansion of the phase field is given by
with the cutoff α. The density operators satisfy the following commutation relation,
and
The effect of the interactions are renormalized in the TL parameter K, whereas K = 1 is for the free fermions. Usually, the low-energy Hamiltonian also includes a non-linear term
dx cos[2qφ(x)] which opens a energy gap when it is relevant. Therefore the Hamiltonian (7) is realized just on the transition point with the Gaussian universality class (g = 0).
The center of mass operator is bosonized using the partial integration as
where we have ignored the 2k F -Umklapp term. 
If we set the cut-off parameter α to the order of the lattice constant ∼ 1, this result describes the O(1/L) excitation in the LSM theorem. This is also consistent with the conjecture z
is a real number under the parity symmetry φ → −φ. The bosonized representation also satisfies the relation
For the interacting case with the forward scattering K = 1, it follows from the concept of TL liquid that the state with 2qk F momentum |Ψ q is given by
Therefore, the relation for free fermions (6) is also applicable to the interacting case (7) only by a replacement U q → U(q, K). Thus within the low-energy approximation, the values ±1/2 turn out to be universal for the TL liquids with K = 1. This result does not depend on the detailed form of U(q, K) as far as the relation (15) is satisfied.
In the conformal field theory (CFT), expectation values of one-point operators in finite-size systems are evaluated as [17, 18] ,
where x j is the scaling dimension of the j-th operator, and C iji is the operator product expansion (OPE) coefficient defined as,
In the present case, the excited states |Ψ x3 remains. This discrepancy is because the bosonized operator O 3 (L) is no longer a local field, so that Eq. (17) is not applicable to the present case. L changes continuously and becomes zero at αc. z (2,±) L converges to ±1/2 for the gapless region, while to a finite value for the dimer region.
-The S = 1/2 J 1 -J 2 spin chain-In the rest of this Letter, we demonstrate the above argument in several models based on exact diagonalization (ED). As the first example, we consider the S = 1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain with the next-nearest-neighbor exchanges,
In this system, a phase transition between the gapless state and the dimer state occurs at α c = 0.2411 [19] . This critical point belongs to universality class of the SU(2) symmetric Gaussian model, and is identified by the levelcrossing of the singlet-triplet excitation energies. These excited states correspond to |Ψ ± 1 . The critical point can also be determined by the condition z (2) L = 0 [11, 12] which is obtained by the ground-state expectation value of U 2 by ED for L = 28 system, as shown in Fig. 2 . Now we turn our attention to z = ±1/2 are almost constant, while they deviate from ±1/2 for the dimer regions α > α c . This indicates that Ψ 0 |U q |Ψ 0 = 0 for the gapped region, so that Eq. (6) is not satisfied. For the Majumder-Gorsh point α = 0.5 where the system is fully dimerized [20] [21] [22] , the expectation values of U 2 with respect to the two
give the same value z 
This model undergoes a U(1) Gaussian-type phase transition from the Haldane-gap state [23, 24] to the large-D (or trivial) state at D c = 0.968 ± 0.001 [25] [26] [27] . This transition point is determined by the level-crossing of low-energy spectra of |Ψ ± 1/2 obtained with antiperiodic boundary conditions [28] . The twisted boundary conditions play a role to make artificial low-energy excitations that degenerates with the Haldane |Ψ -The extended Hubbard model-As an electron system, we consider the 1D extended Hubbard model at half-filling and zero magnetic field,
where c is (c † is ) is the electron annihilation (creation) operator for spin s =↑, ↓. The number operators are defined by n is ≡ c † is c is and n i ≡ n i↑ +n i↓ . According to the analysis of the excitation spectra [30, 31] , the U(1) Gaussian transition in the charge part, and the SU(2) symmetric spin-gap transition take place independently near the 
of the extended Hubbard model for the charge (ν = ρ) and the spin (ν = σ) sectors for the L = 14 system at U/t = 3 obtained by ED. At the BCDW-CDW boundary, the values of z U = 2V line with 0 < U < U c , where U c is the tricritical point. Therefore, there appear three phases around U = 2V that are spin-density-wave (SDW), bond-chargedensity-wave (BCDW), and charge-density-wave (CDW) phases.
To apply our argument to the electron system, we introduce the twist operators for the charge and the spin sectors as
ρ,L = 0) and the SDW-BCDW (z (2) σ,L = 0) transition points, respectively [11] . Furthermore, the expectation values with respect to the excited states become z (2,±) ρ,L = ±1/2 at the BCDW-CDW transition point, and z (2,±) σ,L = ±1/2 at the SDW-BCDW transition point, respectively. The excited states |Ψ ± ν,1 are obtained under antiperiodic boundary conditions due to the selection rule for the quantum numbers [30, 31] . z behave similarly to those of the S = 1 spin chain and the S = 1/2 J 1 -J 2 spin chain, respectively, reflecting U(1) and SU(2) symmetries of the universality class of the transitions. The difference of the signs of z (2,±) ρ,L and the S = 1/2 J 1 -J 2 model is due to that of the coupling constant of the nonlinear terms g. In the present two component case, the boson representation of U q is given by (14) where the phase fields for the charge (ν = ρ) and the spin (ν = σ) sectors are replaced as φ → φ ν / √ 2.
-Summary and discussion-In summary, we have discussed the expectation value of the LSM twist operator U q with respect to excited states |Ψ ± q/2 that accompany momentum transfer qk F . This takes the value ±1/2 in TL liquids, so that if the Hilbert space of these states are not classified, the expectation value changes discontinuously between these two values at the phase transition points that belong to the universality class of the U(1) or SU(2) symmetric Gaussian model. As a matter of fact, the behavior of z (q,±) L is just like an "enhanced" version of z (q) L which takes finite values with different signs at the two gapped fixed points but becomes zero at the transition point. This property is applicable to detect these phase transitions and characterize the topology of the system. We have demonstrated these properties in the S = 1/2 J 1 -J 2 spin chain, the S = 1 Heisenberg chain, and the extended Hubbard model.
In TL liquids, we can not define order parameters as ground-state expectation values of operators, because the bosonized operator is always written in normal ordered. In other words, this is the consequence of absence of longrange orders. Therefore, physical information in a TL liquid is usually characterized by the dominant exponents of the two-point correlation functions that show power-low decay. On the contrary to this, our result indicates that we can introduce effective order parameters to extract the physical information of TL liquids if the average is taken in terms of appropriate excited states.
In the present argument, the values z (q,±) L = ±1/2 in TL liquids do not depend on the detailed boson representation of U as far as the relation (15) is satisfied. On the other hand, z (q) L = 0 on the Gaussian point is explained by the bosonized form (14) and the symmetry of the Gaussian point under the transformation φ → φ + π/2q which reverses the sign of the non-linear term of the sineGordon model. In addition to this, there is small size dependence of the z 
